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Experimental Investigation of the Electronic Structure of Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2
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We performed a combined angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy study

of the electronic structure of electron-doped Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2. A surface reconstruction associated with the

dimerization of As atoms is observed directly in the real space, as well as the consequent band folding in the

momentum space. Besides this band folding effect, the Fermi surface topology of this material is similar to that

reported previously for BaFe1.85Co0.15As2, with Γ -centered hole pockets quasi-nested to M -centered electron

pockets by the antiferromagnetic wave vector. Although no superconducting gap is observed by ARPES possibly

due to low superconducting volume fraction, a gap-like density of states depression of 7.7±2.9 meV is determined

by scanning tunneling microscopy.

PACS: 74.70.Xa, 74.25.Jb, 74.55.+v, 71.18.+y DOI: 10.1088/0256-307X/30/1/017402

The parent compound of the AFe2As2 (A=Ca, Sr,
Ba) family of Fe-based superconductors is an anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) bad metal characterized by a
Dirac cone electronic dispersion.[1] Superconductivity
occurs in this material after suppression of long-range
AFM order following the application of pressure[2,3]

or the injection of electronic carriers into the Fe-As
layers.[4,5] Recently, a few groups reported the syn-
thesis of rare-earth-doped CaFe2As2 samples exhibit-
ing superconductivity[6−8] at temperature as high as
49K, raising enthusiasm in the community as well as
fundamental questions. In addition to carrier dop-
ing, various sizes of the substituted rare-earth can act
as chemical pressure, thus allowing a high flexibility
in shaping the electronic structure of these materials.
However, these new compounds show only low super-
conducting (SC) volume fractions, which may suggest
a minor SC phase rather different from the bulk SC
phase detected in other doped AFe2As2 compounds
with a critical temperature Tc below 38 K. Moreover,
such a high Tc is much higher than what one would
expect from a quasi-nesting[9] approach based on the
calculation of the Lindhard function at the M(π, π)
point in the electron-doped side of the phase diagram
as compared to the hole-doped side.[10] To address
these issues, it is imperative to characterize the elec-

tronic structure of these new superconductors in the
momentum and real spaces.

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES)[9] and scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM)[11] are particularly suitable to probe the elec-
tronic structure and the SC gap of both electron-
doped and hole-doped AFe2As2 compounds in the
momentum and real spaces, respectively. In this Let-
ter, we report a combined ARPES and STM investiga-
tion of the electronic structure of Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2.
Although clear electronic band dispersion and Fermi
surface (FS) are revealed by ARPES, the SC gap
cannot be resolved in the momentum space. Despite
poorly defined spectral features likely due to a small
SC volume fraction, a characteristic gap-like density
of states depression of ∼8meV is derived from the
STM data. In addition, an a× 2a surface reconstruc-
tion corresponding to a dimerization of As atoms is
observed from topographic images, which leads to a
band folding detected in the ARPES data.

Single-crystals with composition Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2
determined from wavelength-dispersive spectrome-
try chemical analysis were grown by the self-flux
method[6] and their Tc was determined to be up
to 42 K with a second transition at 20K from re-
sistivity measurements. ARPES measurements were
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performed at Swiss Light Source beamline SIS using
a VG-Scienta R4000 electron analyzer with photon
energy ranging from 26 to 66 eV. The angular reso-
lution was set to 0.2◦ and the energy resolution to
8–20meV. All samples were cleaved in situ and mea-
sured at 11.5 K in a working vacuum better than
5 × 10−11 Torr. The STM measurements were per-
formed at the Texas Center for Superconductivity at
the University of Houston using a homemade STM
equipped with a polycrystalline tungsten tip. Sam-
ples were cleaved in situ below 30K and cooled down
to 4.2K for measurements under cryogenic vacuum.
For consistency between the STM and ARPES de-
scriptions of the experimental results, we label the
momentum values with respect to the 2 Fe/unit cell
Brillouin zone (BZ).
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Fig. 1. (Colour online) (a) STM topographic map (20 ×
20 nm2) of a Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2 sample recorded with a
bias of −100mV. A zoom is given in the inset where dimer-
ization of As atoms is observed. (b) Schematic representa-
tion of the As dimerization. The green square corresponds
to the 2 Fe/unit cell. (c) FS intensity plot (±10meV in-
tegration at EF ) of Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2 recorded at 63 eV
with circular-right polarization. Extracted FS crossings
are indicated by symbols. (d) Schematic representation of
the Qs electronic band folding using the 2 Fe/unit cell no-
tation. The BZ delimited in green is consistent with the
unit cell defined in (b). (e) Photon energy dependence
of the near-EF photoemission intensity (±10meV) along
Γ–M . Extracted FS crossings are indicated by symbols.

We show in Fig. 1(a) a topographic image (20 ×
20 nm2) of the surface of a Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2 sam-
ple. At this scale, we observe fine lines along either
the orthogonal a- or b-axis, indicating a local break-
down of the 4-fold symmetry at the surface. Zoom-
ing further (inset of Fig. 1(a)), we distinguish 4-Å-long
features that are ascribed to As dimers also spaced by
4 Å along dimer rows, as emphasized by the ellipses
drawn in inset and sketch in Fig. 1(b). Each dimer
row is spaced from its neighbours by a distance Rs

twice as large. To check whether such strong surface
reconstruction (a×2a) affects the Fe electronic states,
we recorded an FS mapping using ARPES. The result,

displayed in Fig. 1(c), shows relatively strong intensity
at the Γ (0, 0) and M(π, π) points, as observed in other
Fe-pnictides.[9] In addition, non-negligible intensity is
detected at the X(π, 0) point. As illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 1(d), this additional intensity is consistent
with the folding by the wave vector Qs of bands that
would be induced from the dimerization of As atoms
at the surface. We mention that the ARPES FS pat-
tern is 4-fold symmetric rather than 2-fold symmetric
due to the average of the twin domains observed by
STM (Fig. 1(a)).
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Fig. 2. (Colour online) In-plane electronic band disper-
sion recorded by ARPES with 63 eV photons along high-
symmetry lines. (a,b) EDCs. (c,d) Corresponding ARPES
intensity plots. (e,f) The corresponding 2D curvature in-
tensity plots.[12] Solid lines are guides to the eyes for the
main band dispersions whereas dashed lines refer to folded
bands.

We display in Fig. 1(e) the photon energy depen-
dence of the ARPES intensity near the Fermi level
(EF) along Γ–M . Recalling that the photon energy
dependence is directly related to the momentum dis-
persion perpendicular to the probed surface (kz),[13]

the data indicate weak kz dispersion. The in-plane
band dispersion measured at 63 eV along Γ–M and Γ–
X, is given in Fig. 2. The energy distribution curves
(EDCs) shown in the top row, the corresponding pho-
toemission intensity plots displayed in the middle row
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and the 2D curvature intensity plots given in the bot-
tom row indicate clear band dispersion, as expected
for a single crystalline phase. We distinguish three
hole bands around the Γ point, labeled α, α′ and β
in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). As with BaFe1.85Co0.15As2,[14]

the former sinks slightly below EF whereas the other
bands contribute to the FS. Yet, the top of the α band
is mainly responsible for the intensity integrated near
EF in Fig. 1(c). At the M point, we can resolve two
electron bands named γ and δ. Their size is qualita-
tively similar to that of the β FS, indicating the pos-
sibility of electron-hole quasi-nesting. We also point
out that the system possibly shows imprints of the an-
tiferromagnetic ordering characteristic of the parent
compound. In fact, Γ–M band folding has been evi-
denced in CaFe2As2,[15] SrFe2As2[16] and BaFe2As2.[1]

Although with spectral intensity much less than in
these parent compounds, Figs. 2(c)–(f) show the fold-
ing of the β band in the M point region.
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Fig. 3. (Colour online) (a) Mapping (30× 30 nm2) of the
SC gap size of a Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2 sample. The inset
shows a typical STM spectrum. (b) Histogram of the gap
size distribution. The inset shows the corresponding aver-
age spectrum.

In agreement with the FS mapping, weak but fi-
nite intensity is detected around the X point. Sim-
ilarly to the main bands, the 2D curvature intensity
plot shown in Fig. 2(f) allows a better visualization
of the corresponding dispersion bands. Hence, two
electron bands, namely γ′ and δ′, are centered at
X. Their Fermi velocities and FS sizes are in good
correspondence with the M -centered γ and δ bands,
suggesting that they result from an M–X band fold-
ing. As discussed above, this observation is supported
by our STM observation of surface reconstruction in-
duced by the dimerization of the As atoms. This sce-
nario implies also a Γ–X band folding. Albeit with
much weaker intensity, the 2D curvature intensity plot
shown in Fig. 2(f) also exhibits hole band dispersions,
as emphasized by purple dashed lines.

We now turn to the characterization of the SC
gap. Despite a high Tc and relatively good photoe-
mission band dispersion features, no SC coherent peak
was observed by ARPES in the SC state and our at-
tempts to extract an SC gap using this technique, even
using a He discharge lamp with high-energy resolu-

tion, were unfortunately unsuccessful. Accordingly,
the STM measurements of the SC gap do not exhibit
well-defined SC coherent peaks. However, a small
shoulder accompanied with a depression in dI/dV cen-
tered at 0 mV bias, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a)
for a typical STM spectrum, allows us to estimate the
size of a gap-like depression in the density of states as a
function of position. The corresponding gap mapping
(30×30 nm2) is displayed in Fig. 3(a). Large variations
of the gap and its random distribution are observed at
the nanoscopic scale. This set of data is representative
of all sample pieces and all areas we measured, sug-
gesting that the gap is homogeneous at the mesoscopic
and macroscopic scales. The histogram of the gap size
distribution is shown in Fig. 3(b). A gaussian fit in-
dicates that the distribution is centered at 7.7 meV,
with a half-width at half-maximum of 2.9 meV, which
is consistent with the average spectrum given in the
inset of Fig. 3(b). Because of its size and the electron-
hole symmetry of the spectra, we argue that this gap is
most likely due to superconductivity. Unfortunately,
we can neither ascribe this SC gap value to a partic-
ular FS pocket nor determine whether it is associated
to the SC transition at 20 K or at 42K. However, it
is worth mentioning that such gap value would place
this system in the strong coupling limit, even if we
consider Tc = 42 K to calculate the 2∆/kBTc ratio.
Moreover, we point out that the randomness of the
SC gap distribution at the nanoscopic scale and its
homogeneity at the mesoscopic scale seem inconsis-
tent with the proposed SC minority phases. Although
the origin of the low SC volume fraction remains un-
clear and further studies are necessary to conclude on
this issue, we conjecture that it may be related to the
traces of antiferromagnetic band folding observed by
ARPES.

In summary, our combined ARPES and STM data
on electron-doped Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2 samples indi-
cate the presence of a surface reconstruction due to
the dimerization of As surface atoms. This reconstruc-
tion put aside, the FS topology of Ca0.83La0.17Fe2As2
is similar to that of BaFe1.85Co0.15As2, where Γ -
centered hole pockets and M -centered electron pock-
ets are quasi-nested by the AFM wave vector. Due to
low SC volume fraction, no sharp SC coherent peak is
detected. Our STM study reveals a gap-like depres-
sion in the density of states with large variations that
averages to 7.7± 2.9meV.
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